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BRAHMA VAIVARTA PURAN: IMPORTANCE AND CHARACTERISTICS.

This Puran introduces us to way of Vedas. On the request of Narad Muni Bhagwan

Saavarni had preached this Puran. It is a summary of Dharma, Arth, Moksha etc.

Listening to this Puran one gets automatically attached to Vishnu and Shiva and realize that there is no difference between

them. Vyasji divided this book into four parts. It has eighteen thousand shlokas. This whole book is in the form of dialogue

between Suutji and Maharishi's.

The first part Brahmkhand, consists of Shrishti description. Here Shri is known as Para Brahma and description of Gokul is

also mentioned, It also narrates the argument between Brahma and Narad in which both were defeated, and then Narad

went to Shiva to attain more gyan.

Shivji advised him to go to Bhagwan Saavarni for this. Narad goes to Saavarni ashram to seek Knowledge and is totally 

amazed by the sorroundings. 
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Next is Prakriti khand which consists of dialogue between Narad and Saavarni where they discuss the

Importance of Shri Krishna through various stories. Then there is the discussion of Prakriti and its various hues. Listening to

this gets you wealth.

Next is Ganesh Khand which describes the Punyak vrat done by Parvati ji. After this it narrates the birth of Kartikeya and

Ganesh.

It then describes the character of Kartvirya Arjun and Parshuram and their argument. Reading this part nullifies your

difficulties.

Last is Shrikrishna Khand which depicts the amazing story of Krisha's birth, his stay in Gokul and his slaying of demons.

Then it describes his various leela's, Maharaas( https://t.co/XeuR55ouWl ) on sharad Purnima, his going away to Mathura,

K!llling of Kansa, Krisha's education at Sandipani ashram, his leaving Mathura and going to Dwarka, killing of demons like

Narkasur etc.

#THREAD

TODAY I WILL REMOVE ALL MISUNDERSTANDING & WRONG INFO ABOUT KRISHNA RAASLEELA.

PLEASE BOOKMARK THIS THREAD AND REFUTE THOSE GUYS WHO ARE DOING PROPAGANDA IN THE

NAME OF BHAGWAN KRISHNA.

So lets start the thread with actual proofs.... pic.twitter.com/jCyGu9xdWN

— Anshul Pandey (@Anshulspiritual) August 24, 2020

Reading, listening or writing this book destroys your worldly sorrows.

Whosoever reads, listens,or writes this book attains freedom from wordly ties and donating this book on Magh Purnima gets

you to Brahmkok. Just reading the index gets you desired results.

I have posted in other social media channel's too

Instagram link■

https://t.co/5dnHATdITW

Facebook link■

https://t.co/GcsWVj3jgg

Hindi translation by Vishal ji■

https://t.co/SDIq72we3j
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Brahma VAIVARTA \u092a\u0941\u0930\u093e\u0923: \u092e\u0939\u0924\u094d\u0935 \u0914\u0930
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\u0915\u0947 \u0924\u0930\u0940\u0915\u0947 \u0938\u0947 \u092a\u0930\u093f\u091a\u093f\u0924

\u0915\u0930\u093e\u0924\u093e \u0939\u0948\u0964 \u0928\u093e\u0930\u0926 \u092e\u0941\u0928\u093f

\u092d\u0917\u0935\u093e\u0928 \u0938\u093e\u0935\u0930\u094d\u0923\u093f \u0915\u0947

\u0905\u0928\u0941\u0930\u094b\u0927 \u092a\u0930 \u0907\u0938 \u092a\u0941\u0930\u093e\u0923

\u0915\u093e \u092a\u094d\u0930\u091a\u093e\u0930 \u0915\u093f\u092f\u093e \u0925\u093e\u0964

\u092f\u0939 \u0927\u0930\u094d\u092e, \u0905\u0930\u094d\u0925, \u092e\u094b\u0915\u094d\u0937

\u0906\u0926\u093f \u0915\u093e \u0938\u093e\u0930\u093e\u0902\u0936 \u0939\u0948\u0964

pic.twitter.com/rZaAew5Sge

— \u092a\u0902\u0921\u093f\u0924 \u0935\u093f\u0936\u093e\u0932
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